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Goal & Task Setting Introduction . 

Introductions, ground rules set by group, phones on vibrate agree to lots of breaks by consensus of 

agreement. 

Tools & Methods: personal diaries, journals and pens, A4 paper, dictionary an appointed wordsmith.  

Chocolates and participants. 

What does everyone want to get out of this session?  We have just 3 hours in which to focus on your 

goal! Discussion  

Goal setting is a good tool to use for achieving a set tasks, that could be anything, from getting the 

children ready  for school on time where appropriate , or saving up for that special something or 

even finishing that book you started or even motivating yourself to get that job. The journey is the 

road map of getting from A –G- and so on until you reach half way where you need to be and then 

all the way to Z to completed task.  

Has anyone ever tried to stick to a schedule at all (feedback) Lets share experiences?  

10mins  Discussion. 

Does this statement sound like you!  Let’s talk about this in groups, with people you don’t know 

groups of 3 or 4 you have 20 mins to put your goal on the paper then work through the steps to 

reach there.  Get some refreshments drinks   Some tips below: 

“Goals need to be written , seen and felt to be motivating, the best way to achieve a goal is to think, 

plan it out and write in down, by putting them on  paper they become reality.” 

This sends a message to your brain that you mean business, make a pact with yourself to succeed:  

Take the   steps one at a time, no pressure; this will assist in self assurance: Resume back: 

Discussion on activity: Did we complete the tasks; let’s hear one at a time: 

If you can visualize the end result and get to the half way (milestone) you are already motivating, 

yourself, do you know what inspires you?  Feedback  

So you know what makes you feel good, exited and inspired to take that next step, you can use 

these feelings to reach the end of your goal. Clarify your thoughts into written actions by storming 

ideas. Using Mind mapping. Does anyone know about mind maps? 

An introduction to mind mapping: thoughts and actions that you have in your head about what you 

would like to achieve, there is no right and wrong map as this is personalized to you. Remember if 

you can feel it, visualize it and find inspiration from it you can make this happen.  
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Where 
you want 

to be 

Where you are now 

What you 
will do to 

achieve this 

What you 
need 

To get there 
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 Mind mapping
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Where are you now? Where you want to be? What you Need to get there? 

What you will do to achieve this? 

  

Working   individually for 10 mins use your personal diaries if you want and write your plans 

When you have accomplished the set task reward yourself, as it’s better for you to motivate yourself 

than rely on others to motivate you.  Better still we have chocolate. (Humor) 

“(Humor) if you have chocolate everyday this will not work”  

Break for refreshments 

So you have placed you goals in order on your paper  we now need to plan out the steps it takes to 

get  there, these goals are for your own personal reference. In groups of 4 take one item you don’t 

mind sharing it could be any one of the 4 items. Remember to take one step at a time to get from 

one stage to another and set some milestones and targets. *(1)  

15 min any volunteers to read out what participants have read out. 

Discussion …has this exercise been helpful in supporting you define your needs from your wants, do 

you think that writing items down helps towards making your goals a reality. When you write down 

items they become affirmations, better to say I will do than I cannot. When you start thinking 

outside your own problems it opens up new possibilities and you are more likely to attract people of 

the same disposition.  

When managing your time always prioritize urgent items that cannot wait and try to complete them.  

Break for a lunch 1 hour and back.  

Motivation Theory Where did this come from? 

The theory behind motivation comes through biological, cognition, emotional, taken from Maslow’s 

Hierarchy of needs Definition, the main theory of motivation (1) shown as a pyramid with self 

actualization at the top “the elements of human satisfaction”  
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Symbolic in self empowerment and fulfillment and how meeting ones needs/wants influence 

behavior. These models are used to motivate employees in the workplace for better productivity; 

Maslow was a psychologist, who became famous for his interpretation. Maslow looked at this 

through production theory as a man did not figure on Women’s X-factor, we multitask as nature 

of our birth, and it’s expected of us. 

 

 

P.M.A 

If you want to achieve positive outcomes try to use visualization, using positive /mindsets mental 

attitude. Focusing on positive thought will generate positive energy; you can anything you put 

your mind to. Visualizations are the positive images in your mind that can assist to focus on the 

positive you, also boost your self confidence. There are no limitations, only the ones you place 

on yourself, your energy will also attract likeminded energy, positive thoughts=positive energy.   

Write down your plans and stage how you will achieve these step by step, put a timeline on your 

aspiration in your personal diary and reward yourself when each stage is completed .Remember 

this is for your own aspirations, your creative you. 

 

Task for Home Optional Destiny Maps Creativity  

Methods: Sheets of A3 paper, glossy magazines, favorite pictures, images 1x scissors, 1x blue 

tack and your imagination: cello tape. 

 

You are making a collage of your dream, goals, and aspirations what you want to achieve it can 

be anything, creating what it will look like using the materials, it could be money, a healthier 

you, anything that you would like to achieve using the blue tac move your creations around s 

around the paper Until you happy with the whole picture.  

 

Now place it where you can see it every day (maybe in front of your bed on a wall) you can 

change the scenario to fit your achievements. The only thing you should think about is.  

 

How will you celebrate what you have reached the goal and are you able to pass this on to 

someone else who needs inspiration to achieve? 

 

End of workshop 

 

References:  

(1) Milestones and Targets checking your way to reach your goal certain aspects of your 

life might need to change; every 2 steps taken should be reflected on, important 

“milestones” in order to remain focused on the end target. 
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Quick Evaluation 

 

Did you enjoy the session? 

 

If not how do you feel it could be improved 

 

Did you learn anything new today?  

 

Course content out of 0-5 with5 being the highest 

 

Did you have any childcare needs?  

 

Any other needs we should know about 

Name ……………………………………………………………………………..Date…………………………………………. 

Where did you hear about iletoCPN empowerment sessions…………………………………………….. 

Are you a members of iletoCPN………………. /………………………………………………………………………. 

If not would you like to join …………………………../………………………………………………………………….. 
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